
The attempted coup from the 15th  of July and thereafter

A topically burning job is to be taken care of the following thing; the attempt of the AKP. which still
shows  a strong and effective centre of religious reaction. to pull profit from the last developments 
and to transform the failed religious-fascistic putsch into another religious-fascistic putsch. A really 
revolutionary party can make her contribution moreover by her independent revolutionary position 
protecting and by intensification of the own strategical orientation.

The elections of June 7th and the resulting composition of Parliament have led to a satisfaction and 
relief no longer to be concealed from an important part of the upper classes collaborating with the 
imperialistic western world.

It seemed so, as if time had come to the political relations, Tayyip Erdogan who is meant after his 
immense services for them [: the upper classes] now rose to a problem, to rein and to get the 
developments under control. Their goal was a "grand coalition" of the AKP-CHP. For them this 
would have been the way to get out of the situation painless and embracing.

A few weeks after the elections of June 7th it became evident that this bill would not work. 
Determined and rather forced to maintain his power, Tayyip Erdogan has never doubted to go the 
way, which would make this possible to him. He has asked the fraudulent "solution phase" aside 
and opened a new comprehensive and rampant dirty war front against the Kurdish people and has 
achieved his political aim with the elections on November 1st.

Nevertheless, this success has also shown that the political crisis is not to be mastered in close 
future parliamentarily. They must have anticipated it in the phase before November 1st or have 
foreseen that in the imperialistic western media, especially in the unofficial, but high-powered 
circles of the USA concerning Turkey there circulated different scenarios, including a military 
putsch,  in parallel with concealed or open threats.

Turkey was declared a "wayward" country;  one said that it expects a destiny like in Iraq or Syria by
a non-intervention.  Two former US ambassadors have demanded openly the resignation Erdogans 
in one of the most high-powered press organs of America to become man of a catastrophic 
development in Turkey.

Which meaning is to be attached to these; nobody has held for possible that would become for 
probably held military putsch like failed from the July 15th. Excluded in the centre of the putsch 
standing Fethullah gang and them to at least reassuring dark circles with connection with the CIA 
and the USA.

No class need but a group need

The paradoxes in the new adjustment after June 7th were; at short notice the new dirty war against 
the Kurdish people has created  the possibility of the AKP of Tayyip Erdoganto to protect its power 
and to strengthen it still more. But thereby a new political initiative was also flattened in the reverse
of the same war army, was strengthened in the relative strength a new high-powered position and 



therefore her self-confidence and with it the conditions for a possible military putsch was prepared 
in this regard.
This was not the actual start of the coup phase, but created the potential basis for one of the required
conditions. For the success of a military coup some significant conditions were necessary, such that 
a military coup to the rulers in and outside the system is becoming a pressing need, and at least a 
part of the population is gaining recognition. In this context, the timing of the coup election was 
closely dependent on these conditions.

For example; the for the society no longer bearable consequences of the dirty war in Kurdistan, an 
economic depression which disrupts the social harmony, a new social explosion, similar to the June 
resistance (meaning: the started with the Gezi uprising resistance) fired by the not-ending 
provocations of the Erdogan government, would an military putsch, supported by imperialism and 
its collaborationist bourgeoisie not only facilitate, but even create a social support and even 
legitimacy. (Recent example of this is the pro-American Sisi coup in Egypt.)
 

Nevertheless, the 15th of July was on the whole an intervention without these conditions. Just how it
did not rest from class view of a strength, it had also not arisen socially from a political need. If 
(with the putsch attempt) more than hundred generals had not been involved and the sphere of 
influence would not have enclosed the whole country, one could have spoken present even of a tried
Serail putsch.

This religious-fascist coup attempt was not based on the need classes-political power relations, but 
was a product of the perceived needs of an organized gang that had taken root with key positions in 
key state institutions. The temporal determination has been made by this. They tried in the army  to 
play off their main trump cards. They played a great [luck] game and lost.

Even if its own character was signed with failure from the very beginning, the political significance 
forced by the putsch attempt from July 15th its caused social vibrations the truths come to daylight 
thereby the flattened way to new relative strengths, cannot got rid of.

The political and moral bankruptcy of the capitalistic system

The putsch attempt has given a reality check, primarily to the pitiable way of the state  It became 
apparent that a  religious community, standing in the service of the United States and under the 
control of the CIA, had brought in addition to its perfectly organized force within the police and 
judiciary, the official army of the system virtually under their control and has tried by means of this 
effective to seize state power.
 And those which held the state power have had no knowledge of it up to the tried putsch. For the 
existing system this deeper going weakness is in the state construction this is the biggest in shame 
that there can be. It is an expression of the political and moral decline whose effect cannot be 
extinguished so easy.

All this was supplemented by the example of a collective hypocrisy of all parts of the system. So it 
needed a bloody coup attempt to ensure that for many years openly known truth that Fethullah 
Gülen and his community are under CIA control, therefore in the service of US imperialism.
Again, it became clear that Violence is the continuation of politics by other means.
What the role and the real mission of the Fethullah Gülen was formerly, so is its present [Role and 
Mission].
The fact that what was applied yesterday with the help of the police and justice apparatus with dirty 
means against some parts of the military was tried now under exploitation of another part of the 



military by a bloody military putsch against the government. Their aims concerning do not differ 
both of each other.

But this dark organisation of the Fethullah Gülen standing in the service of the imperialism was till 
recently quite openly a partner of the government of Tayyip Erdogan and he was continuously for 
all parts of the system of the capital his "Highness" ["Hocaefendi Hazretleri"]. He was carried by 
Özal up to Ecevit by the respective governments on hands and enjoyed in every regard and on every
level support and was in time AKP actually partner in government. And this went up to the dispute 
around the state power. The fruitless putsch attempt was a logical continuation of this dispute.

Much of the coup leaders, who today fired on their own people and were therefore referred to as 
"traitor to the nation", are made up of generals and officers who lead the dirty war against the 
Kurdish people for a year. Up to this dirty and bloody coup attempt, they were hailed as a "national 
hero". Exactly these same people also there shot [in Kurdistan] on the people, arbitrarily murdered 
people, entire regions transformed with tanks, guns and helicopters in ruins, in cellars innocent 
people entrenched burned and committed mass executions. And all with the full agreement and 
support of the present rulers …

From the crisis of the regime to the crisis of the state

The years-lasting crisis of the regime adopted with this development, the form of an open political 
crisis whose end is not in sight.  Nevertheless, this is no new situation. But above all together with 
the dirty war the picture of the unity and the harmony was created within the state. The putsch 
attempt has shown not only that this picture is a passing one. It has almost ruined rather with the 
recreated situation the harmony and security within the state. In nearly all state institutions this 
situation rulest. The heroic military system has been physically and morally staggered in a pitiable 
situation. The military has lost not only thousands of his officers, but also his moral strength and his
whole respect. The already heavy situation has complicated with its successively following putsches
of the Tayyip Erdogan  Government which wants to turn the situation to its favour.

The problem is more than just the in the coup attempt involved Military. It includes all layers of the 
state bureaucracy, in the first place the judiciary. Thousands judges and prosecutors, thousands 
officers were suspended in connection with the coup attempt in service, thousands arrested. The 
never-ending cleaning ranging from the universities up to the Football Association in the whole 
state and public life. Doubts about an institution like MIT (National Intelligence), which Erdogan is 
closest to show the seriousness of the situation.

The boundaries of religious power / Government

The coup attempt showed quite plainly the true boundaries of the center of the reaction to Tayyip 
Erdogan and his AKP, from which one has believed that it holds in hand the power in the state and 
all the facilities. Probably it was unaware of the preparagtion – that must have taken several months 
- to a few hours before the coup.
What has happened has also shown that the putschists have also had the potential of eliminating 
even leaders. That these were spared, depended on so many coincidences that even was speculated 
that the coup attempt had perhaps been a game or there has been speculation in the government 



district, the coup attempt was planned (in advance) by the "mastermind" deliberately with a 
"unsuccessfulness".

Various explanations can be made whether the control of the state, which seemed to have the AKP, 
corresponds to the reality or not. But one thing has materialized through the coup attempt; the time 
in which the ACP solidified its power in the state, in truth was the time in which the Fethullah Gang
took possession of the state. Especially that was obvious to everyone in terms of the police force 
and the judiciary. The military coup of July 15th has disclosed that actually the military was under its
control. This had primarily the AKP Heads and all take note of with astonishment. The actual power
of the AKP and consequently its political legitimacy comes from the support of its traditional 
voterpol. However, it was the Fethullah community, immediately the United States, which helped it 
with dirty operations, to take over the state power. The attempted coup of July 15th, has proved in a 
new dimension that the Fethullah-band  has not done anything for the AKP, but for themselves.

The coup attempt and American imperialism

Most curiosity around which there are many discussions and speculations wakes up the 
international interweaving of the putsch attempt and on this occasion especially the role of the USA.
Even if the AKP government is officially shy of it, it holds responsible about her media immediately
the USA for the putsch. The aim (putsch) should have been to overthrow Turkey in a civil war and 
to divide thereby Turkey and to weaken. Beating off the putsch is presented as a „victory of the 
second national war of liberation“. With every occasion Tayyip Erdogan full of suspense brings up 
that he was left alone by the west with the putsch. He makes allusion on the fact that the west has  
wished the success of the putsch and therefore wanted to remove him.

It is obvious that the coup leaders in case of success have strongly counted to the support of the 
Western imperialists, especially the USA. This suggests the mere fact that this is a coup of Fethullah
and his community. The US and EU officials have taken no stance until the final conclusion of the 
coup attempt. And this suggests that the rebels were not wrong  with their adoption.
But despite to that all  we are not in a position to say that the imperialist centers were the decision-
makers in this coup. It is contrary to the logic that the US and NATO to use only the community of 
Fethullah Gülen for a coup in Turkey. To think so would be to turn a blind eye on the dimensions of 
the instruments of US imperialism in Turkey.

If behind the putsch immediately imperialistic headquarters had been, it would enclose the 
command centre of NATO, and would have found out from the bourgeoisie of the TÜSIAD [union 
of Turkish industrialists and businessmen] and the media the suitable support, it would be a light 
play Tayyip Erdogan and the AKP bosses to cancel. The putsch would have been planned from the 
start afterwards, the arrangements would be made accordingly, the temporal regulation would be 
aimed to it and therefore would not be the success to the chance leave. But exactly the opposite 
happened; we know that during the putsch except the Fethullah municipality no one else has stirred,
rather the TÜSIAD media everything at the fact have bet that the putsch runs in the empty one.

But all this on no account means that there is no US connection with the putsch. The guarantor of 
the Fethullah Gülen in the USA, Henry Barkey, was at night of the putsch in Turkey. There are also 
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serious tips that [the former deputy chairpersons of the CIA] Graham Fuller was there also. It is to 
be assumed with likelyhood bordering in security from the fact that these have encouraged this in 
the name of the CIA. The government media point over Afghanistan and Incirlik connection to 
connections with the Pentagon. The role of the base Incirlik is to be seen afterwards in this 
connection. All these subjects are still hidden in the dark and can give impulse to  different 
speculations.
Nevertheless, it has become clear with this putsch attempt that the headquarters of the western 
imperialism have not met the repeal of the AKP, however, of the Tayyip Erdogan with sympathy. 
This is the true reason for the current tensions in the relations. With the putsch attempt this has 
become clearer for Tayyip Erdogan and thus his explanations are also to be interpreted. The already 
crisis-like relation led with the putsch attempt to on both sides mistrust.

But those who assume, that from the fact that on account of this situation Turkey changes the camp 
leave the Atlantic pact and take her place in Eurasia, live in a dream world. With such imagination 
the "national" circles which were with the axis of the dirty politics against the Kurdish people on 
the side of the Tayyip Erdogan try to develop this with the putsch attempt even further and to 
justify. Hence, this stirs, that they ignore the structural peculiarities of capitalism of Turkey, the 
historical creation of the system of the capital and from it resultant economic, financial, political, 
cultural, military and diplomatic character.

Tayyip Erdogan is not the first person who lives through with western central problems and tries to 
enter connections with force centres beyond the west. This is a political tradition which began at the
end of the era of Menderes and was continued with Demirel. This position has led to no time for a 
change in the relations of Turkey with the imperialistic western world. From the nature of the 
relations out it will also not lead to the change in the relations. The realisation this within the 
imperialistic world is possible only by a basic change in the imperialistic relative strengths and 
within the system this depends only on a social revolution. Except in these both alternatives such a 
chance categorically does not exist. This of from somewhere try to force an invitation would mean 
for a putsch „to the expected kind“. And this would have to know certainly best of all Tayyip 
Erdogan.

Still the last point concerning this; the same "national" circles whose eyes were blackened by 
hostility to the fight of the Kurdish people on freedom and equality and everything from this point 
of view to look a habit made, state till this day, the USA, the EU and NATO are escorted by the 
thought and the aim to overthrow Turkey in a bloody civil war and to divide. In this connection they
value the last putsch attempt as a part of this largely invested plan and these coincide completely 
with a part of the propaganda of the government media.

The most dangerous in this assessment is that they tried to conceal the unchangeable historical and 
current role of Turkey today against the peoples of the region in the service of imperialism. Turkey 
is on the western imperialism, primarily to the US, thousands of specialist. For over 60 years she 
has been a member of NATO and in all that time she has served her in the region with great loyalty. 
Current examples are Libya and Syria. NATO's war, which has destroyed Libya, was passed over 
Turkey. Turkey was in the bloody war which has destroyed Syria and this relieves the Zionist Israel 
on this front by much, executive of the imperialist plans of the first degree. Turkey the AKP and 
Tayyip Erdogan!

To think that such a Turkey, which for American imperialism exactly is in the Middle East is 
important, as the Zionist Israel and is even more functional in some respects, to be sacrificed by 



Western imperialism for a state of Kurdistan, the hostility has to have an oppressed people believed 
paranoid.
Exactly the same Turkey that Turkey's AKP and Tayyip Erdogan, has done everything imaginable 
only in recent months to improve their relationship with the Zionist Israel that lies like a dagger in 
the heart of the Middle East. Because it sees this as one of the greatest protection against any 
conspiracy of the West.

The problem does not touch from Turkey of the capital which is bound with the bellybutton to the 
imperialism and whose loyalty is definite to the „Atlantic pact“. The problem also does not touch 
from the AKP whose services are still undisputed for the imperialism and the collaborating 
bourgeoisie. The problem touches solely from the leading role of the Tayyip Erdogan with the AKP. 
It does not come from his for the imperialistic world any more unrestrained to be endured and 
according to her words "unpredictable" position. A proof of it is still that the imperialists call Tayyip
Erdogan under threat for the resignation and hope therefore to do the thing cleanly. The joy and 
relief about the result of the elections from the 7th of June which carried the potential in itself to 
exile Tayyip Erdogan in his Serail is also a proof of it.

If the coup has prepared the necessary fear to him, therefore has been a lesson to him, we should not
be surprised if the request comes up, to continue with Tayyip Erdogan. There should be no doubt on
it that a number of moves of Tayyip Erdogan are directed to create these conditions. And he finds 
the greatest support at the time by the collaborationist bourgeoisie of TUSIAD.

The transformation of the crisis into an advantage

It comprehensively concerns with Tayyip Erdogan and his party after the coup trying to convert the 
special environment into a great advantage, and see this as a chance to consolidate power even more
and to build their own state system. We emphasize that in attempting to turn the crisis into an 
advantage, primarily coming international relations. Tayyip Erdogan tries to exploit the resulting 
possibility for this time to praise himself as legitimate and not debatable leader of the whole nation 
in the US and the EU. The system with the opposition inside mediated impression of peace and 
harmony, symbolic gestures to the secularists and Kemalists are primarily intended as a sign of 
external relations. This is an attempt to compensate for the weakness in the outside with these 
maneuvers inside.

This is also at the same time the attempt to compensate the come to light inside weakness. 
Therefore, the Tayyip Erdogan government does not try acquired through a state of emergency 
opportunity to use of the expansion of their objectives. The coup is used to clean the Fethullah 
community at all levels, to bring in this time with profound institutional changes the system army 
control. It is a part of this policy to allow, despite increased losses after July 15th resound against the
Kurdish people no war drum. She sees the benefit of this devious and dangerous maneuver. The 
system opposition has been rendered inoperative and the system media are like a choir at the service
of the government.

Not only the AKP government tries to take advantage of the coup attempt. The TUSIAD 
bourgeoisie has the same intention. After the elections from June 7th the imperialist centers were 
behind a "grand coalition" of AKP-CHP. The former goal was to put Erdogan in the background and



to guide the solution of accumulated problems in parliament with a large consensus in the way. Now
an attempt is led by Tayyip Erdogan, whose weakness was evident by the coup attempt, and is 
therefore open to a compromise, to create a situation of "national unity". The attitude of the CHP to 
ease relations with Tayyip Erdogan, is because she has seen this alignment.

The newly created by the attempted coup forces and the resulting developments take to new moves 
every day. But we make do for now with the following: Tayyip Erdogen which was the primary 
objective of the coup, which has very well exploited thereby resulting victimhood and is trying to 
turn the crisis into an opportunity for the establishment of its religious regime. However, this should
not lead us astray. The constitutional crisis disclosed by the coup has put the whole balance upside 
down and this brings new polarization and balance of power, as well as new conflicts. Even if it 
looks like that the initiatives of the AKP government will shortly give her a certain force, the for 
years existing crisis of the regime will intensify even more in truth.

The coup and the left movement

The military coup was merely a new opportunity to see the weakness of the left that claim by itself 
to be revolutionary and socialist. To see that the left does not have the appropriate social base to 
influence developments and are devoid of any organizational structure to survive such shocks, we 
did not need a coup attempt. Nevertheless, the events were an occasion to assess the importance of 
structural weakness and their devastating results even better.

Undoubtedly these are not short-term problems to be solved. But if they do not have a correct 
revolutionary perspective and a corresponding practical orientation, even years may pass and the 
result will not change. With the problem of perspective we mean by no means the general 
theoretical perspective, the program or the revolutionary strategy. Certainly these are issues of a 
fundamental nature; but only on the condition to do in practice what is necessary to the logical 
conclusions.

Like yesterday today the most important thing is, the revolutionary class orientation and to put 
everything in belongings for the development of a revolutionary class movement. Only in this way 
can become important in Turkey today a revolutionary program and a revolutionary strategy, the 
revolutionaries can only hold on to it and be produced by become a force and consequently 
influence developments. The class struggle can only develop here and acquire the basis of the class 
struggle to victory only here. All other areas will result in the state aligned intermediate layers of the
bourgeoisie. And here all varieties of reformism can develop, but just not the revolutionaries.

Considering the struggle against a religious-reactionary government that discussed herein problems 
seem to be a general and long-term issues. That's the problem. Unfortunately, there is no short-term 
solution to our structural weaknesses. As long as no strategic solutions will be sought, can be done 
with tactical means no revolutionary answers to current events. This will continue to be a quandary, 
and those who are in it, force to take on one or other side of the bourgeois policy position. The talk 
of the "broadest democracy front," the etc. "peace against the coup mechanism", the defense of 
secularism are nothing more than a reflection of.
One, in view of the political developments on the removal of Tayyip Erdogan directed proamerican 
military putsch was on V. Congress of the TKIP one of the important subjects.
„… Of the crisis a revolutionary alternative is to be offered in the programmatic and strategical 
frame a practical problem. It can be that our solution alternative has a social logic, a class character. 
But this alone solves nothing. Matters that this line scoops strength from her true basis in the social 
life and goes over on a material class base in meat and blood. As long as this does not occur, the 
said in the real political life has no meaning. You will remain either aside, or you become the 



appendage of other forces. As long as you do not rest on a revolutionary class, these are also at least
advanced forces, and during the class conflict as a political strength the support from here [of the 
class base] does not get to know, you can offer to the topical crises no solutions with practical value.
…“
(From the opening speech V. Congress of the TKIP)
EKIM
(From: EKIM, August, 2016, No. 303, central press organ of the communist Labor Party of Turkey)
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